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Małgorzata Grzegorzewska
University of Warsaw

That which Cannot be Said: My Flesh and  
the Face of the Other in the Poetry of John Donne

Abstract

The article offers an analysis of selected poems of John Donne, viewed through the prism 
of traditional theological thought (the works of Hans von Balthasar) and current philo-
sophical debates. In particular, the author draws upon the works of Jean-Luc Marion and 
Richard Kearney who take up the task of scrutinizing the heritage of phenomenological 
thought. Both thinkers address the questions arising from philosophy’s renewed interest 
in religion initiated in twentieth-century post-phenomenology. The analysis concentrates 
on bodily pain and love ecstasies as the modalities of human flesh. The author of the paper 
adapts for the purposes of literary criticism Jean-Luc Marion’s concept of a “saturated 
phenomenon” which surprises and bedazzles the perceiving subject by overflowing his or 
her intention at the moment of its unexpected arrival. The aim of the article is to highlight 
the religious and philosophical potential of Metaphysical Poetry.

The poems of John Donne which I intend to analyse in this paper are informed 
by the same fascination with the circuits of enfleshed pain and love (both human 
and divine) which characterize the philosophical debates in our times. In my read-
ing of Donne’s poetry I will refer to the work of Jean-Luc Marion and Richard 
Kearney, who take up the task of scrutinizing the heritage of phenomenological 
reflection, and address the questions arising from philosophy’s renewed interest 
in religion, initiated in twentieth-century post-phenomenology. Introducing Mari-
on’s concept of a saturated phenomenon, I shall make use of the phenomenologi-
cal insights which inform T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets. This brief poetological and 
philosophical introduction will serve as a basis for a reading of three poems by 
John Donne: “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse” (336–337), “A Lecture 
upon the Shadow” (63–64) and “The good-morrow” (7–8).

1. The Threshold of Wonder

The very title of Jean-Luc Marion’s work, The Visible and the Revealed, reflects 
the author’s involvement in what has been widely recognized as the religious 
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turn in continental philosophy. The inscription which appears on the title page of 
the book invites the reader to reflect on the juxtaposition of the two words which 
refer, respectively, to the philosophical notion of phenomenality (the word vis-
ibility may refer both to the act of seeing physical objects and to “seeing,” i.e. 
comprehending the world) and to the concept of “revealed religion,” where the 
word revelation can be understood in the sense employed in the works of Hans 
Urs von Balthasar, as “sovereign divine action pro nobis that makes God known 
to his creatures in a manner that they may apprehend” (Chap. 11).1 The chapter 
specifically devoted to the investigation of “The Saturated Phenomenon” begins, 
however, with the apparently very modest and basic claim concerning “the gen-
eral possibility of phenomena” (2008, 18). Marion proceeds then to anchor his 
discussion in the apparently simple, but indeed truly revolutionary claim that “the 
question concerning the possibility of the phenomenon implies the question of the 
phenomenon of possibility” (19). The reader is invited to recall Kant’s reflection 
concerning the conditions of metaphysical possibility, according to which only 
that which conforms with “the formal conditions of experience” can be deemed 
possible. Marion notices in this context that Kant’s reasoning leads us to the con-
clusion that “the possibility […] of a phenomenon is ordered by the measure of 
the ‘power of knowing,’ that is, concretely, the measure of the play of intuition 
and of the concept within a finite mind” (20). Appearance is thus governed by and 
subject to reason; it is reason alone that “makes possible […] the actuality of ap-
pearance” (21). This assumption points to the inherent aporia of metaphysical pos-
sibility, according to which phenomenality does not belong to the phenomenon, 
but to reason. The phenomenological breakthrough, initiated at the beginning of 
the 20th century by Edmund Husserl, consisted in formulating the “principle of all 
principles” which rendered possible the escape from the above mentioned aporia 
of the metaphysical system. Marion repeats after Husserl: “everything that offers 
itself to us originarily in ‘intuition’ is to be taken quite simply as it gives itself 
out to be, but only within the limits in which it is given there” (21), only in order 
to push the issue further by questioning both the explicit and implicit restrictions 
inscribed in this formula. 
 The first restriction obviously concerns “the limits” in which experience “is 
given there.” Although Husserl admits that “any lived experience is continually 
referred to new, as yet unknown lived experiences” (22–23), yet even that which 
appears to constitute “this irrepressible novelty of the flux of consciousness” 
proves to be “always comprehended within a horizon, even if these new lived ex-
periences are not yet given” (23). To explain this notion in the language of poetry 
– which can, as Eliot asserted, be a form of philosophical reflection – we may in-
voke here two moments from The Four Quartets. One of them is a fragment from 
“East Coker” which coincides with Husserl’s description of the constantly chang-
ing horizon of consciousness: “The knowledge imposes a pattern, and falsifies, / 
For the pattern is new in every moment / And every moment is a new and shocking  
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/ Valuation of what have been […]” (189). Upon a careful reading of this passage 
we are however bound to discover that the “novelty” and amazement implied in 
this orderly and permanent, although not hard and fast, motion of consciousness 
resembling a choreographic pattern, remains in fact bound within the limits im-
posed by the past experience (in the poet’s words, by “what have been”) or past 
possibility (as Eliot says elsewhere “What might have been and what has been / 
Point to one end, which is always present”). “The horizon – argues Marion – […] 
is exerted over experience even when there are only lived experiences that are not 
looked at, that is, where experience has not taken place” (2008, 23). Eliot seems to 
share this intuition when he plays with the thought of a stroll through a rose gar-
den, taking the readers by the hand to lead us “Down the passage which we did not 
take […] / Towards the door we never opened / Into the rose garden,” and evokes 
the memory of the roses which “had the look of flowers that are looked at” (190). 
The first and most obvious interpretation of this passage directs our attention to 
the anthropomorphized flowers who, like models in a fashion show, pose in front 
of the audience, conscious of the attention that they attract. It is however pos-
sible to read the same passage shifting attention from the flowers to the invisible 
eye, whose look is mirrored in the gorgeous appearance of the roses. And again, 
the first association with the eye of Divine Providence need not exclude another, 
more mundane perspective of the human perception which not only observes the 
beauty of the flowers, but takes into account its own activity of seeing; this activ-
ity in turn transforms – sheds light on – the flowers, while at the same time being 
transformed or “illumined” by them. Yet if we take into consideration Jean-Luc 
Marion’s critique of Husserl’s formula, then what should interest us is neither how 
this change could provide – to quote Eliot once again – “a valuation of what has 
been,” nor even how it changes the horizon of the onlooker’s expectations, but 
whether one can see beyond the horizon, i.e. a moving, but nevertheless clearly 
demarcated frontier of visibility. 
 Another reservation formulated by Marion concerns the centrality of the per-
ceiving subject, the eye of an “I” who views the object. Husserl, as we remember. 
took into consideration “everything that offers itself to us,” and Marion highlights 
the philosophical importance of the apparently casual or redundant phrase “to us” 
in the quoted formula. In Marion’s words, it points to the fact that: “the givenness 
of the phenomenon on the basis of itself to an I at every instant can veer toward 
a constitution of the phenomenon through and on the basis of the I” (23). Marion 
explains in this context that he does not – as indeed philosophy cannot – aim at 
a phenomenology without any I or horizon, “for clearly phenomenology itself 
would then become impossible” (24). At the same time, though, he strives to 
make most of the founding assertion of phenomenology that “possibility stands 
higher than actuality” (24). And this radical reading of Husserl’s project provides 
grounds for a post-phenomenological reflection. Marion’s philosophy can be 
called the plus ultra of phenomenology. The turn is initiated by the following 
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question: “Could one not envision a type of phenomenon that would reverse the 
condition of a horizon (by surpassing it instead of being inscribed within it?) and 
that would reverse the [phenomenological – M. G.] reduction (by leading the  
I back to itself, instead of being reduced to the I)?” (24).
 As we recall, Husserl moved away from the Cartesian “thinking self” to the 
given as it gives itself; in this way he sought an answer to the question of how 
we perceive the world through acts of consciousness. Husserl does not content 
himself with reflection on the objects stamped in the wax of our consciousness, 
but draws our attention to the “directedness” of our mental states: our deliber-
ate, i.e. intentional turning towards and facing another person, a concrete object, 
an abstract notion or a proposition. Introducing further distinctions which allow 
us to define more detailed categories, we may say that “the objects of acts can 
be […] particular or universal, relatively simple or complex, either immanent 
mental entities or events, occurring as a stream of consciousness in which they 
are intended, or transcendent external entities, existing independently of being 
intended” (Smith and McIntyre 6). Yet what remains the same in all these cases 
is the role assigned to the consciousness of an I who surveys phenomena from 
its privileged and constant vantage point, subjecting objects to our eagerness 
to see them. Marion formulates his critique of this implication in the following 
way: “Transcendental or not, the phenomenological I remains the beneficiary, 
and therefore the witness and even the judge, of an appearance” (23). Instead, 
Marion’s reflection focuses our attention on the way objects give themselves to 
us “completely and irremediably” (2002a, 20). This, in turn, makes us aware of 
the objects which impose on us the way they are to be viewed (for instance an-
amorphic images make sense only if we find the right angle from which to view 
the hidden shape), or those which surprise and bedazzle us, overflowing our in-
tention at the moment of their unexpected arrival. In this context Marion intro-
duces the concept of the “saturated phenomenon” which changes the sovereign, 
autonomous subject, that has the right to claim “I see,” into a “dative subject” 
(adonne), who cannot say more than “It occurs to me,” but at the same time en-
joys receiving himself or herself from the gift bestowed on him/her. The saturated 
phenomenon arrives before we issue an invitation: intuition precedes and over-
flows intention. The curious, vigilant observer becomes then a captivated recipi-
ent of a gift. Marion’s list of saturated phenomena includes such categories as the 
already mentioned anamorphosis, the idol, the icon (which is also the face of 
another, if we take Levinas’s definition of the face), the event, religious epiphany  
and the flesh.
 I shall argue that the speakers in Donne’s poems, bewildered by the gifts 
which exceed their understanding, anticipate the debate in contemporary post-
phenomenological thought, initiated by Jean-Luc Marion when he introduced the 
concept of a saturated phenomenon. I shall pay special attention to the instantane-
ous “this-ness” of daily wonders, miraculously encapsulated in Donne’s poetry. In 
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the poet’s account, the wondrous is simply an indispensable part of life, superflu-
ously manifesting itself in the loving and suffering flesh.

2. This-ness of Pain2

I have chosen to begin with a poem which focuses attention on the suffering body 
and reminds us that poetic speech cannot utter pain, abandonment or death. In 
“Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse” Donne describes the reflections of a 
person who sets out on a journey into the “undiscovered country / from whose 
bourn no traveler ever returned” (Hamlet 3. 1.). (Let us notice on the margin 
Shakespeare’s ingenious pun on the word “bourn,” which in this well-known quo-
tation from The Tragedy of Hamlet stands for a goal and a boundary while at the 
same time pointing to the homophonic birth, “borne,” implied in the experience 
of dying.) The opening stanza of the poem refers, however, not to travelling, but 
to music. This is the first episode in a series of the speaking subject’s transforma-
tions, when he undergoes a change into a hymn sung by angels in praise of God:

  Since I am comming to that Holy roome,
 Where, with thy Quire of Saints for evermore,
 I shall be made thy Musique; As I come
 I tune the Instrument here at the dore,
 And what I must doe then, thinke here before. (ll. 1–5)

The text explicitly states that the man’s destiny in afterlife is not to perform music, 
but to be music; not to play an instrument, but to become one. The reference to 
“tuning” reminds the reader of the common theme of seventeenth-century paint-
ing, where musicians are caught not in a moment of performance, but preparing 
the instrument. In an allegorical sense this well-known theme points to the bro-
ken harmony of the universe, disturbed by the doubts raised by New Philosophy, 
and repeats the lesson of mortality, derived from late medieval ars moriendi and 
informing Baroque vanitative art. “Unstrung” instruments which feature both in 
Hans Holbein’s portrait of The Ambassadors and, later, also in the poetry of an-
other Metaphysical Poet, George Herbert, symbolize the inherent imperfection of 
all creation, which is a mark of the Fall and the reason for the vanity of all worldly 
treasures. Herbert also connected this motif with the patristic tradition of divine 
lute and harp made of the wood of the cross and of Lamb’s sinews stretched on 
the Cross. In Donne’s “Hymne,” the poem itself becomes a canvas on which we 
see the instrument, the sensible body of a man, who through suffering learns how 
to become God’s instrument and God’s music. Like somebody who sees a paint-
ing devoted to music and ponders on the border of silence which the painted tune 
cannot break, we do not hear the music which resounds in the speaker’s mind, 
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but the reader is invited to anticipate its peaceful, perhaps even joyful, ascend-
ing tune, beginning on earth and completed in eternity. This is, then, the first step 
towards the plus ultra of human experience, indicated by means of the metaphor 
which suggests a mysterious return of musical harmony from concrete sound to 
an abstract pattern.
 The poem offers a sequence of rapidly changing metaphysical conceits which 
‘metaphorise’ the speaking subject first into a piece of heavenly music; then, the 
dying man becomes an abstract map of the world while at the same time he speaks 
of his solitary struggle against the wild tempests of the semi-mythical Anian/Ber-
ing Strait at the farthest end of Asia, sailing through the Northwest Passage and 
the Straits of Magellan between the Atlantic and the Pacific, in order to come to 
the direst of all straits, death; then again, he becomes one with Jesus on the Cross 
and into Christ Resurrected and triumphant. This restless progression of images 
well renders man’s apprehension in the face of the unknown, unsettling his plans 
to “think here” before he is forced to cross the dreaded threshold, catching him 
at every instance off guard, surprising him – and us together with him – with 
ever new associations and comparisons. But perhaps even more important in this 
context is the focus on change itself, which reminds us of the alchemical motifs 
frequently featuring in late Renaissance reflections on death, as for instance in 
Ariel’s song: “Full fathom five thy father lies; / Of his bones are coral made / 
Those are pearl that were his eyes; / Nothing of him that doth fade / But doth 
suffer a sea-change / Into something rich and strange” (The Tempest 1. 2), or 
Donne’s conceit in his “Elegie on the Lady Marckham” where the poet praises 
a woman’s body undergoing a blessed transformation after being drowned in the 
“sea of death” in the image and likeness of the making of precious porcelain: “As 
men of China, after ages stay, / Do take up Porcelane, where they buried Clay, / 
So at this grave, her limbecke, which refines / The Diamonds, Rubies, Sapphires, 
Pearls, and Mines, / Of which this flesh was, her soule shall inspire / Flesh of such 
stuffe, as God, when his last fire / Annuls this world […]” (ll. 21–27, Donne 255; 
see McDuffe 93–94). 
 Yet these gradual, unhurried transformations of the body in the grave turned 
into an alembic, the alchemists’ “womb” nurturing renewed life, which are de-
scribed in other poems, stands in contrast with the restlessness of “Hymne to God 
my God,” where we witness a hectic transfiguration, rather than peaceful and 
piecemeal transformations of the speaking I. I have deliberately chosen to speak 
of transfiguration here, although the surprise and bedazzlement involved in the 
event at Mount Tabor, when Jesus let his disciple see him clad in full glory, seems 
a far cry from the bedazzlement of Donne’s poetic persona in his “Hymne.” Yet 
to some extent the remembrance of this miracle, which Jean-Luc Marion chooses 
as a perfect example of “the revealed” inscribed in his definition of the saturated 
phenomenon (2008, 152), may help us understand the inherent ambiguities of the 
“Hymne,” encompassing both the kenosis and the exaltation of the Cross, the Fall 
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and the Redemption of man, sin and forgiveness, agony and ecstasy, the terror of 
death and the foretaste of the soul’s ultimate communion with God. To be even 
more accurate, we should say that the poem aims at portraying the transforma-
tion of despair into hope and affliction into ascent. On the one hand, we seem 
invited to view its restless pursuit of conceits as a product of a feverish mind, 
while at the same time this truly amazing restlessness may have also been rooted 
in the poet’s understanding of the “holy impatience” and hastiness characteristic 
of many Pauline epistles, suggesting that the speaker earnestly looks forward (and 
upward) towards the consummation of the hope anchored in the memory of the 
Resurrection.3 The speaker in the poem lies flat on his bed, but at the same time 
his thoughts hasten away from the visible and the intelligible world (or should 
we rather say that the world hastens away from him?), towards a more profound 
luminescence which erupts suddenly within him, while its arrival transforms his 
perception and informs his sight from within in the moment of death. The agony 
of death is informed by the sense of awe, rather than dread as the speaker proceeds 
towards the divine Light which alone can enable him to “see light” (Ps. 36:10). 
We may thus say that the poem describes the experience which overwhelms and 
submerges the horizons of the speaking person, and – together with him – we 
also participate in these transfigurations of the speaking and the listening I, in 
the course of which the poem appears to us less as an object of critical analysis, 
constituted by an act of reading and rooted in our subjectivity, than a phenomenon 
whose givenness constitutes us as the reading subjects (Westphal 26–35). Indeed, 
we become the speaker’s doubles and involuntary co-sufferers of his death. He, 
on the other hand, points to his own metamorphosis in the course of which his suf-
fering body becomes a word or a sign; a poet becomes a song, a traveller becomes 
a map and a preacher becomes a sermon. 
 Yet the imperative sentence in the penultimate line of the poem: “Be this my 
Text, my Sermon to mine owne” can also be read as a brilliant foreshadowing of 
the twentieth-century reflection on the self-affectivity of the flesh, which in fact 
runs in the opposite direction, riveting poetic speech to the suffering body; in 
Jean-Luc Marion’s words, this act resembles riveting something “to the ground,” 
or else “earthing” our experiences in the sensible clay of our bodies (2002a, 92). 
Instead of offering a description of death, an account of the speaker’s experi-
ence, this poem performs suffering. In other words, Donne’s poem does not so 
much speak about suffering, or shows a suffering body, as bears witness to the 
speaker’s (and ours) receiving himself (ourselves) from his (our) immanent flesh 
(see Gschwandtner 97; Grzegorzewska 15–28).
 The imagery of the second stanza redirects our attention to the horizontal 
dimension of the speaker’s journey, suggesting the terror of dying rather than 
rejoicing in the hope of Salvation. Significantly, the experience of the speaker is 
rendered visible by the inquiring gaze of his physicians, rather than communi-
cated directly in his own words: 
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   Whilst my Physitians by their love are growne
 Cosmographers, and I their Mapp, who lie
 Flat on this bed, that by them may be showne
 That this is my South-west discoverie
 Per fretum febris, by these streights to die, (ll. 6–10)

However, the enjambment at the end of the last stanza does not let us dwell in 
Narcissistic melancholy, but leads back to hope and joy of new life:

  I joy, that in these straits, I see my West;
 For, though theire currants yeeld returne to none, 
 What shall my West hurt me? As West and East
 In all flatt Maps (and I am one) are one,
 So death doth touch the Resurrection. (ll. 11–15)

“Touching” each other, death and life become so tightly knit together that one 
cannot disentangle any more the antithesis turned in the following stanzas into 
a paradox of Christ’s Cross turned into another Tree of Life, Calvary turned into 
man’s Paradise, and the first Adam’s sweat miraculously soaked up by the saving 
blood of the last Adam, Christ. The poem develops thus through ebbs and flows 
of despair and hope, pain and joy, until it reaches its own destiny, the concluding 
stanza. Here we come across a puzzling deictic phrase which opens a number of 
different interpretations: 

  So, in his purple wrapp’d, receive mee Lord,
 By these his thornes give me his other Crowne;
 And as to others’ soules I preach’d thy word,
 Be this my Text, my Sermon to mine owne,
 Therefore that he may raise the Lord throws down. (ll. 26–30; emphasis mine)

“This” may point in the direction of the concluding line, the one-line sermon 
which captures in a nutshell the idea of the “blessed fall” (previously elaborat-
ed in The Holy Sonnets and forcefully articulated in the poem “Batter my heart, 
three-person’d God”). It can also be understood as self-referentially pointing to 
the entire poem, the speaker’s last public oration (some say the most appealing 
sermons are first and foremost addressed to the preacher himself). Still more im-
portantly, one may imagine the index finger of the speaker pointing directly at 
his body undergoing the terror of agony and dying. Keeping in mind the poem’s 
portrayal of physicians turned into “cosmographers” leaning over the “flat map” 
of the patient’s body – in the image and likeness of Rembrandt’s doctors reading 
the atlas of the human body in the course of a post-mortem examination – we may 
discern in the quoted fragment a reference to the feeling and suffering flesh itself, 
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the inexpressible and indescribable core of the poem’s message beyond words and 
images. The enigmatic “this” of poetic deixis would then be the only appropriate 
way of rendering that which escapes the medium of the arts in general and poetry 
in particular: the phenomenon of enfleshed pain or love, agony or ecstasy. The 
message seems reduced to pure sound, for instance in the remarkably harsh con-
sonance of “these his thorns.” (On the other hand, if the reader wishes to recall the 
name of the Runic character for the sound of the voiced “th,” which was precisely 
a “thorn,” he will also be able to visualize the “thorniness” of this line on the page. 
This effect may have not been intended by the poet, but it certainly matches the 
sound of the poem.) Moreover, the repetition of possessive pronouns (my, my, 
mine) – which echoes the existential and intimate note in the title of the poem 
“Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse,” where both divinity and suffering are 
not addressed in the abstract, but closely connected with the speaking subject who 
specifically invokes his Master in his tribulation – resounds here with the pain of 
helpless stammering, suggesting an obstacle which isolates the sufferer from the 
rest of the world and from us, who accompany him on his solitary way into the 
unknown country of death.
 We can say that Donne experiments with re-presenting the ineffable: his text 
does not describe or thematize illness, but makes it happen here and now, at the 
moment of reading, which miraculously transforms the body of the poem into the 
flesh of the speaker; word is made flesh when we, the brothers and sisters of doubt-
ing Thomas see the speaker put his fingers into the open wounds of his speech. In 
and through this mute gesture, the poem suddenly becomes a space of unexpected 
encounter, as the reader is taken by surprise in the moment of an abrupt disclosure 
which forces him to repeat after the speaker: “Be this my Text, my Sermon to 
mine owne.” In this way, the poem tells us that in the act of reiterating the quoted 
line we become one with the suffering “I” of the speaker. In other words, the 
poem gives the reader to himself/herself. The moment of recognition appears to  
be simultaneous with the gesture that elicits it; an even more accurate way to 
define the experience rendered in the poem would be to say that both time and 
experience are somehow miraculously elided through and in an act of recognition.

3. Surprised by Love

In “The good-morrow” John Donne illustrates the sudden experience of being 
surprised by the joy of love, to invoke C. S. Lewis’s well-known phrase. The title 
of the poem not only welcomes the beginning of the day, but may also denote 
a moment of awakening or spiritual illumination in a sudden shaft of light. The 
poem originates in the face, and more precisely the icon, of another. The speak-
er begins with an exclamation of astonishment which, paradoxically enough, is 
not rooted in the present moment, but instead wonders at the futility of all past  
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experiences. This abrupt, dramatic opening situates us in the middle of a love 
scene. The speaker’s confession can be encapsulated in the English colloquial 
phrase: “something dawned on someone”: 

I wonder by my troth, what thou, and I
Did, till we lov’d? were we not wean’d till then?
But suck’d on countrey pleasures, childishly?
Or snorted we in the seaven sleepers den?
T’was so; But this, all pleasures fancies bee.
If ever any beauty I did see,
Which I desir’d, and got, t’was but a dream of thee (ll. 1–7).

The speaker draws a sharp distinction between the childish past (which was, how-
ever, not entirely innocent, as one can gather from the crude term concealed in 
the reference to primeval, Arcadian “country” pleasures)4 and the overwhelming, 
inexpressible present. The past is not without blame (and even such references 
as the one here to helpless infants fed from the breast can be turned into power-
fully erotic images, as readers of The Faerie Queene would agree, remembering 
Sir Guyon asleep in Acrasia’s lap), while the lovers find their Paradise here and 
now, in the excess of the present moment. The sense of wonder which stems 
from this unexpected change of perspective can only be rendered in the hiatus 
between “t’was so,” and “But this, all pleasures fancies bee,” marked by the tell-
ing use of the semicolon in line 5. The immediacy that follows the awakening of 
love (and also the awakening of the lovers’ souls) stands in sharp contrast with 
the “childish” ignorance of “countrey pleasures” and fancy slumber “in seaven 
sleepers den,” yet at the same time it also involves bedazzlement, perhaps even 
blindness, caused by the excess of light and apophasis, implicating the excess 
of meaning. First and foremost, it decentres the subject, placing him or her on 
the threshold of wonder. The amazement implied by the questions preceding this 
awakening, in fact stems from the crushing experience that affects the speaker 
in the abundance of the present; as if true love’s light were so dazzling that it 
must annihilate everything else, rendering all previous fulfilments null and void. 
At the same time, it is so astounding that one cannot do it justice in words; in-
stead the speaker withdraws into the deictic “this” with no meaning at all, except 
the meaning riveted to his sensible flesh or the sensible flesh of the recipient  
of the poem. 
 The poem undoubtedly communicates a sense of wonder, but the colloquial 
opening “I wonder” expresses less of amazement, shock or admiration, than of 
plain disappointment with the imperfect shadows of love which preceded the ar-
rival of the genuine wonder; that which is truly “wonderful” proves too power-
ful, too overwhelming and too awesome to be contained in the casual, informal 
exclamation which opens the first line of the poem. Paradoxically, everything that 
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the speaker “wonders at,” is but a wonder (it gives all one can expect from love 
but its unnamable “this-ness,” it includes all pleasures other than the real joy of 
love). He leaves it behind without any regret, deeming it but misleading fancies 
and insubstantial dreams. In this way, Donne evokes the conventional figuration 
of Eros primarily in terms of lack (signalled by the apparently trivial “but”) and 
death (recalled in the image of a long sleep). Accordingly, the moment of rev-
elation brings out the inherent vanity of all previous loves, which now amount 
to insignificant moments of transient pleasure. This is in fact how one can, at 
first glance, interpret the beginning of line 4: “t’was so; But this” (it could have 
appeared all, but in fact it gave us everything save / except what we experience  
now […]). Only when looking at it again can we construct “but” as a conjunction, 
used to stress the contrast between what has already been mentioned and what is 
to follow, between groping in the dark and gazing into the sun, between night and 
the light of day which transforms and transports the lovers into another world. 
In effect, the moment of transition brings one more surprise because instead of 
simply discarding the erotic, the poet seems to move beyond the conventional 
dichotomy of carnal and spiritual desire, and beyond the established association 
of desire with lack and death (Costa 56).
 Unlike in “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse,” which dealt with pain 
and death, Donne attempts here to capture the transfiguring ecstasy of love. Both 
extremes, death and love, have one thing in common: they meet in the abyss 
where human words die and where the speaking “I” learns to listen. They both 
give themselves “in excess,” superfluously, beyond our capacity to grasp them. 
“The good-morrow” obviously draws on the Platonic distinction between the Real 
and its imperfect, transient shadows, but even more importantly it locates the Real 
in the actuality of the present moment bestowed on us as a gift, a present, indeed.
 At first glance it may be argued that “The good-morrow” describes a transi-
tion from “carnal” to “spiritual” love. The mention of Seven Sleepers Den brings 
to mind Plato’s cave, and the “awakening” of the lovers seems to echo the expe-
rience of a man brought from the darkness of ignorance into the light of knowl-
edge. The rude innuendoes of the phrase “suck’d on country pleasures” – with 
the long “s” in print easily confused with “f” and the insulting world implies in 
the adjective “country” – seem perfectly fitted to dismiss carnal desire and sexual 
depravity. The apparently insignificant reference to “snorting” taints the image of 
sleeping lovers with the memory of a filthy carnivalesque body. Childhood in this 
poem is less an emblem of innocence than a symbol of blameworthy immaturity 
and reliance on animal instincts. The allusion to a “weaned child” on the one hand 
matches the poem’s initial preoccupation with the flesh, pointing to the image of 
a breast-feeding woman, while at the same time it may be also associated with the 
Psalmist peaceful account of a soul which rests in God: “as a child that is weaned 
of his mother, my soul is even as a weaned child” (131:2), thus pointing to the 
lovers’ new-found confidence in each other. 
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 Yet a closer look at the argument does not let us dwell on the dichotomy of 
the body and the soul, forcing us to take into account yet another aspect of the 
lovers’ transfiguration. I wish to argue that Donne also foreshadows the impor-
tance of the distinction between “body” and “flesh,” which is explained in Jean-
Luc Marion’s illuminating diagnosis of the place of love in contemporary culture. 
Marion says: 

[…] flesh is missing from the situation in which contemporaneity has placed love (or 
what stands for love). Bodies lack flesh, and this is why bodies cannot accede to any 
other whatsoever, nor propose themselves as real others, as bodies of flesh. Without 
flesh, no body can accede to love, for it remains unaffected by another person, or 
even any other sort of other. Restricted to bodies without flesh, contemporary eroti-
cism slides inevitably into solipsism, an eroticism without other. (2002b, 158–159) 

In view of this observation it appears more accurate to argue that Donne postu-
lates a progress from self-centred myopic eroticism to the genuine enfleshed love 
which allows two people to view each other not as objects of desire but as real 
others. “The good-morrow,” unlike most love poems, does not refer to the situ-
ation when a man tries to persuade his mistress to requite his love or, even more 
boldly, to grant him “that” which he desires most (and which in another poem by 
Donne is equally cleverly, even if far less subtly, indicated by deictic demonstra-
tives: “this flea is you and I, and this / Our marriage bed and marriage temple 
is”). Instead, the speaker in “The good-morrow” refers to the “time after.” In an 
intriguing and almost impossible manner the poet praises love fulfilled, but not 
exhausted; satiated, but still desiring; tranquil and confident, but not negligent 
or careless. In fact, however, the moment of fulfilment is only indicated in the 
first stanza, and then deliberately obfuscated by the opening of a new horizon. 
Perhaps, then, instead of focusing on the sense of achievement, one should look 
for another formula to account for the lover’s experience in “The good-morrow”? 
Perhaps the reader of the poem could take advantage of St. Paul’s wonderfully 
dialectical account of his love adventure with divinity? Paul says: “Not as though 
I had already attained, either were already perfect: but I follow after, if that I may 
apprehend that for which also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus” (Phil. 3:12). This 
context, as I shall argue, seems well fitted to the inherent aporias of erotic love in 
Donne’s poetry. 

4. Time After

The paradox of “The good-morrow” becomes even more striking when we com-
pare this poem with “A Lecture upon the Shadow,” where Donne ponders pes-
simistically on the shadowy side of love, arriving at the conclusion that love’s 
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“first minute, after noon, is night.” Unlike “The good-morrow,” which offers the 
prospects of an adventurous future and infinite discovery, “A Lecture” brings the 
voyage of love to a standstill. The poem begins with an address which is to the 
speaker’s silent interlocutor; since the reader does not get a chance to hear the 
woman’s voice or know her thoughts, she too is a shadow in this poem about 
shadows: 

Stand still, and I will read to thee
A Lecture, Love, in loves philosophy. (ll. 1–2) 

The use of diaphora in the second line, where the word “love” is first used as 
a form of address to the beloved woman and then as an abstract noun, seems 
perfectly suited to the context of the poem. It may serve here as a reminder that 
love involves a meeting of two people. At the same time, the reader of the poem 
gets the impression that time really stops when he sees (or hears) what in an-
other context might have been a tautological repetition: “Love, in love,” as if the 
speaker did not want to let the spoken word depart from him, as if he wished to 
play on its different grammatical configurations, tasting its sweet sound over and 
over again. In some mysterious way, he even manages to make “love” resound in 
“philosophy,” not only because we remember the meaning of the Greek filein (“to 
love”), but because of the alliteration: lecture/love/philosophy, which strengthens 
the consonance in the phrase: “love’s philosophy.”
 The contrast between the shadowy past and present illumination at first 
glance does not differ much from the situation described in “The good-morrow,” 
where the world is suddenly flooded with light and all illusion, all misleading 
appearances, all ignorance and all darkness must give way to “brave clearness” 
which, nonetheless, does not imply an expansion of the self, but a radical contrac-
tion of “all things” conceived by the lovers:

These three houres that we have spent,
Walking here, Two shadowes went
Along with us, which we our selves produc’d.
But, now the Sunne is just above our head,
We doe those shadowes tread;
And to brave clearnesse all things are reduc’d. (ll. 3–8)

The contrast between “infant loves” which were fostered in the course of the past 
three hours and the present moment does not imply that the shadows which used 
to float away from the beloved and disappear behind them are now completely 
gone. Instead, they suddenly return to bother the couple who were hoping to part 
with them forever, and threaten to grow again, this time ahead of them: 
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So whilst our infant loves did grow,
Disguises did, and shadowes, flow,
From us, and our cares; but now ’tis not so. (ll. 9–11)

In fact, the returning shadows symbolize a different, more portentous fear. No 
longer concerned with public opinion and others knowing of their love (“That 
love has not attain’d the high’st degree, / Which is still diligent lest others see” ll. 
12–13), the lovers now face the test of mutual trust and loyalty: 

Except our loves at this noone stay,
We shall new shadowes make the other way.
As the first were made to blinde
Others; these which come behinde
Will worke upon our selves, and blind our eyes.
If our loves faint, and westwardly decline;
To me thou, falsely, thine,
And I to thee mine actions shall disguise. (ll. 14–21)

Thus, the shadows of the morning grow shorter every hour, until they disappear in 
the full brightness of noon; those which come after stretch longer and longer, until 
they merge with the all-encompassing darkness at the end of the day. The former 
wear away, the latter quite literally foreshadow death and decay:

The morning shadowes weare away,
But these grow longer all the day;
But oh, loves day is short, if love decay. (ll. 22–24)

The concluding couplet of the poem is a forceful assertion of the inevitable prox-
imity of love and dying, joy and pain, gain and loss. It shatters all the hopes which 
were fostered at the break of the day; the definitive, conjunctive “and” in the 
last line of the poem surprises us with a paradoxical juxtaposition of “light” and 
“night”:

Love is a growing, or full constant light;
And his first minute, after noone, is night. (ll. 25–26)

The abrupt ending may refer to the concept of “small death,” but the unexpected 
arrival of darkness may also open this explicitly erotic poem to subtle theological 
undertones, directing our attention to the hour of Christ’s death. Then we could 
find in Donne’s poem another justification for the paradox of night at noon, and 
conversely, of Love’s death overcoming the night of sin and establishing a new 
“rhyme” between “night” and “light.” However shocking this suggestion may ap-
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pear at first, we ought not to forget that Donne’s poetry is full of unexpected con-
nections between carnal and spiritual aspects of love. It is then not at all unlikely 
that the speaker’s rational argument about the wayward paths of human love sud-
denly crossed paths with the mystics’ discourse on the dark night of the soul, and 
the “light” shining in “darkness” which “comprehended it not” (John 1:5). This 
lack of understanding, this myopic hostility, or perhaps simply our insufficient 
capacity to receive Love, was the cause for the crime committed at the hour of 
darkness, the hour of Passion, which befell at noontime (Luke 23:44).
 

5. Love Seen in a Rear Mirror

It is for the reader to decide whether he or she reads the two poems in chrono-
logical order: first the one about a morning, then about high noon; proceeding 
from “The good-morrow” to “A Lecture upon the Shadow,” which may, as I have 
sought to show, be read as a poem of the biblical sixth hour of the day (noon), 
the time when Christ hung on the Cross, and His three hour agony. But if we take 
into account the theological undertones of “A Lecture upon the Shadow” (granted 
that they need not seem obvious to everybody), it seems even more logical to pro-
ceed from the melancholic remembrance of darkness which envelops the earth at 
high noon on Good Friday, towards the morning of the Resurrection. The natural, 
chronological order has the advantage of recognizing love’s growth from infancy 
to maturity (as the poet writes in “A Lecture upon the Shadow”: “whilst our infant 
loves did grow, / Disguises did, and shadows, flow / From us”), but the price for 
accepting this commonsense perspective is the painful transience of love: “oh, 
loves day is short.” Read in the reverse order, as if from the perspective of eter-
nity, the two poems become a fascinating story of human love, yearning for and 
straining towards everlasting life. 
 The second stanza of “The good-morrow” contains an oblique allusion to the 
Augustinian warning against the temptations of a wanton, greedy and possessive 
gaze, but the speaker replaces this threat with the ideal of sight refined by love, 
which “controls” the “love” of “other sights.” And although the following argu-
ment which continues in lines 7–13 hinges on an elaborate cartographic conceit, 
comparing the faces of the lovers to world hemispheres represented on cordiform, 
heart-shaped maps, which might suggest that love for Donne remains unavoidably 
connected with conquest and possession, the issue at stake in this poem seems the 
wonder of discovering another human being. We may even say that the experience 
of love in this poem verges on mystical ecstasy, when the face of another “appears 
more than any object will ever appear […] withheld from any synthesis and from 
the least act that could constitute it as an object. It escapes prediction because no 
quantity can predict its sum from its parts. It surges forth without equal” (Kes-
sler and Sheppard, 3). What is important in “The good-morrow” is not the visible 
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beauty of the woman’s face: her coral lips, teeth like pearls, radiant eyes, as in the 
Petrarchan blazon. Instead, our attention focuses on that which proves so exces-
sively apparent and so imposingly present in the face of another that it can neither 
be mapped, nor described in words, nor grasped in any other way:

And now good morrow to our waking soules,
Which watch not one another out of feare;
For love, all love of other sights controules,
And makes one little roome, an every where. (ll. 8–11)

Jean-Luc Marion describes the moment of love’s refreshing bewilderment in the 
following manner: “The ego no longer ensures any foundation […] it finds itself 
always already preceded by the being-given of the other, whose unobjectifiable 
counter-intentionality it suffers” (2008, 61). In Donne’s poem, the sense of won-
der is inscribed in the immediacy of the lovers’ exchanged gaze. It offers a near 
fulfilment of Saint Paul’s promise: the speaker who once saw love “through a 
glass, darkly” (in more modern translation: “as in a mirror, dimly”), knowing 
it only “in part,” now meets it face to face, and therefore “knows even as he is 
known” (1 Cor. 13:12):

My face in thine eye, thine in mine appeares,
And true plain hearts doe in the faces rest,
Where can we finde two better hemispheares,
Without sharp North, without declining West? (ll. 15–18) 

One reservation, however, must be made in the context of this theological trans-
figuration of Donne’s erotic poems. The mutual response of gazes in “The good-
morrow” can be described as a moment of recognition, when one person finds 
herself envisaged by the gaze that proceeds through the icon of the face of an-
other person, while at the same time a movement of her gaze ascending to the 
worshipped image is also envisioned. Yet this moment borders dangerously on 
the solipsistic: the lovers are so preoccupied with each other, so thoroughly sub-
merged in mutual contemplation, that they forget about the world and shut out the 
fellowship of others, opting for perfect isolation. And if this choice must seem 
natural in carnal love, it becomes far more problematic when referred to divine 
love, which embraces and espouses the entire humankind in embracing every 
individual whom it invites to mystical union.
 Yet it goes without saying that the density and the totality of the gaze de-
scribed in “The good-morrow” breaks the frame of poetic conceit and takes us 
back to the all-too obvious and therefore tongue-tied “this-ness” of love. Instead 
of becoming a fitting object of poetry, it stubbornly and helplessly points in one 
direction, towards this person and no one else; it takes place here (in “one little 
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roome” of the poem which becomes “an every where”) and nowhere else; it hap-
pens neither before nor after, but “now.” Paradoxically, however, the ending of the 
poem seems to rule out sexual satisfaction: “If our two loves be one, or, thou and 
I / Love so alike, that none doe slacken, none can die” (ll. 20–21) As we all know, 
the verb “die” in seventeenth-century English was frequently used to denote sex-
ual orgasm, and “slacken” is equally revealing in this context. This paradox, I 
wish to suggest, points to the elusive gist of wonder in Donne’s poem, precari-
ously placed in-between expectation and fulfilment, possessions and movement, 
longing and belonging, remembrance and hope, loss and anticipation, at the dawn 
of “long love’s day,” to contrast the message of “A Lecture upon the Shadow” 
with the memorable phrase borrowed from another Metaphysical poet, Andrew  
Marvell. 
 When we hear the speaker greet the beginning of a new day: “And now good 
morrow to our waking souls,” the poem places us precisely on the threshold of 
wonder, capturing the arrival of love, not its high noon. It captures the future that 
lives in the lovers, perhaps still “without [their] fully knowing it,” as we could say 
after Proust. The poem is still a promise, even though it also celebrates the assur-
ance of finding and being found. Face to face, so intimately close that they can see 
the picture reflected in the eyes of the other “half,” Donne’s lovers fore-shadow 
the joys of erotic union and spiritual communion. Remembrances and recollection 
of their past, imperfect loves are now replaced by the foretaste of Paradise which 
opens in front of them, and stretches into infinity. The present moment in the 
poem is temporalized by the past and future, liberated from the shadowy figures 
of myopic self-centred love. This reading brings us back to the already mentioned 
Epistle to the Phillipians: “Forgetting those things that are behind, and reaching 
forth […] unto those things which are before, reaching forth unto those things that 
are before” (3:13). Whatever happened “before” proves “but a dream” of the pre-
sent joy, but this present appears so abundant that it turns out to be further marked 
with the movement defined as epektasis: it makes the lovers draw ever onwards. 
Gregory of Nyssa, echoing St. Paul, described the disposition of the soul heading 
towards infinity: “I press towards the goal for the prize of the upward call of God 
in Jesus Christ” (Phil. 3:13). (The name “Jesus Christ” points both to the histori-
cal man Jesus, and to the fulfilment of the future which His coming entails: he 
is the Messiah, the beginning and end of time). Similarly, the lovers in the poem 
also move “beyond the stage [they] have reached to make a further discovery.”5 
That throws new light on the allusion to maps and mapmaking, which here seem 
to have nothing in common with the desire to conquer and colonize. Instead, the 
poem seems to point beyond the horizon of the lover’s sight, maybe even to Love 
greater than any earthly joy, although experienced in my flesh and discovered in 
the face of another?
 The reader participates in the lover’s amazement, prompted to ask: “How is 
it possible that a text, so obviously set in the present moment and the concrete,  
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confined space, can at the same time be so dynamic, traversing infinite space, 
beyond the yet undiscovered corners of the earth?” My answer to this puzzle 
is that Donne does not define love which “is,” but points instead to love which 
“is given” (as if the Heiddeggerian surprise with the sense of wonder implicated 
by the apparently most ordinary, everyday German phrase es gibt); moreover, 
this love gives itself constantly and abundantly. The memory of the past gloom, 
expressed in the implicit reference to Seven Sleeper’s Den (perhaps also Plato’s 
cave, deprived of the sun of intellect, and the darkness of sin which enveloped the 
world after the Fall), is introduced only in order to celebrate the light which has 
already arrived and which will shine now and through eternity. The moment the 
lovers decide to go “beyond themselves,” they find infinity within themselves. 
 Contrary to what Donne preaches in “A Lecture upon the Shadow,” true love 
never stands still; she is more appositely defined in the words referring to wisdom/
spirit/logos, and borrowed from the apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon: “more mov-
ing than any motion,” she inspires “alterations of the turning of the sun, and the 
changes of seasons; / the circuit of the year and the position of stars; / the natures 
of living creatures, and the furies of wild beasts: the violence of winds and the 
reasonings of men; the diversity of plants and the virtues of roots” (7:24,18–20). 
The New Testament shows the urgency of Love in the accounts of Jesus’s hasty 
sojourn to Jerusalem: “And they were in the way going up to Jerusalem; and Jesus 
went before them: and they were amazed; and as they followed, they were afraid” 
(10:32; emphasis mine). The disciples’ apprehension, one may easily guess, is 
caused by their Master’s feverish determination, which clearly foreshadows 
some yet unknown and for them apparently inconceivable, but certainly crucial 
event; the completion of his task; the consummation of His love for them, due in  
a little while. 

Conclusion

In contemporary philosophy, this association of epektasis with Jesus’s “eschato-
logical impatience” informs, for instance, Richard Kearney’s brilliant portrayal 
of divine Love as a form of never ending motion. Kearney defines epektasis as 
“A cleft in the body of God which ensures that the promised kingdom is a place 
of perpetual desire, of dunamis rather than stasis, of the endless giving and re-
ceiving. And it is precisely this cleft which enables hosts to become a guests and 
guests hosts in circles of endless motion […]. What is imagined here is open-end-
ed eros” (193). Viewed in this light, the impetuosity and urgency clearly discern-
ible in Donne’s “The good-morrow” can thus be seen as incorporating more than 
the conquistador’s zeal, and pointing instead to the frenetic, all-encompassing 
and never-ending pursuits of divine eros. The impatience of the opening line:  
“I wonder by my troth, what thou and I / Did, till we lov’d,” allows no further 
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waste of time, no delay. This is not an expression of regret, but rather an impatient 
call for speedy action. Not, as Marvell says in “To His Coy Mistress”: “to devour 
time,” but rather, as Eliot wishes in “Burnt Norton,” to “redeem it.” The moment 
of discovery in this poem is just a beginning of the endless journey of discovery; 
the given is only a promise of infinitely greater gifts to come; the lovers look 
forward towards the blessed future, but they also already live in that future and 
already rejoice in it.
 One may find this last conclusion far-fetched, but Donne’s unswerving 
preoccupation with the “this-ness” of the present certainly does not confine his 
lovers to their bedchamber which in one instant becomes equal with the entire 
universe, perhaps even with infinity: after all, their love-bed becomes “an every 
where.” The wonder bestowed on them urges them to move on. It is the thresh-
old of infinity which begins already here and now, in the epiphany of the face. 
It marks a dawn of their understanding, of “knowing and being known” by the 
Divine Other. In brief, it directs our thoughts to the already received gift of the 
future: “we all, with an open face [unveiled and revealed], beholding as in a 
glass the glory of the Lord [serving as a mirror to reflect the glory of God], are 
changed into the same image from glory to glory, even as by the spirit of the Lord”  
(2 Cor. 3:18).

Notes

1  The leader should note the verb “to apprehend” in the quoted definition, 
which stands in contrast with the philosopher’s desire to “comprehend” real-
ity. Although apprehending may be synonymous with “catching” or “grasp-
ing,” that which by definition remains beyond our capacity to grasp, the sug-
gested undertone of apprehensive form of knowing suggests the unsettling 
dimension of this gift bestowed on man. Also, as I shall further argue, the fact 
that revelation is given to us (pro nobis) in unconditional form, as a free, sov-
ereign divine intention, and not achieved by human activity, has important 
consequences for the argument of Jean-Luc Marion, whose goal is to move 
beyond the constraints imposed by the intention of the inquiring I. The hu-
man reason is the recipient, not the origin of revealed truth, as Larry Chapp 
forcefully stresses in the simplest of all possible ways: “It is God who speaks 
in revelation and it is humanity which listens and responds.” Furthermore, 
revelation transforms the known forms of things, by endowing then with 
a glory not of this world, as if a different king of light touched their con-
tours and refashioned them according to its incomprehensible luminescence: 
“Even if it must be admitted that divine revelation makes use of worldly 
forms and words, these structures are ‘taken up’ into an essentially divine act 
and govern a new context within a divinely constructed ‘form.’” 
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2  I deliberately allude here to the notion of haeccitas (which is rendered in 
English as “thisness”), introduced by Duns Scotus as a term designating non-
qualitative property responsible for identity, and then ingeniously employed 
by G. M. Hopkins’s in his definition of his poetic “inscapes.” 

3   This sentiment, reflected for instance in the vision of Christ hastening to 
the cross in The Dream of the Rood, also seems rooted in the accounts of 
the Passion which stress Jesus’s eagerness to fulfil His Father’s will with-
out any delay. It is visible, for instance, in the Gospel of St. Mark, which 
shows Jesus ahead of His disciples on His final way to Jerusalem: “And 
they were on the way going up to Jerusalem; and Jesus went before them: 
and they were amazed; and as they followed, they were afraid. And he 
took again the twelve, and began to tell them what things should hap-
pen unto him […]” (10:32; emphasis mine). The same impatient note in-
forms Jesus’s words addressed to Judas: “That thou doest, do quickly”  
(John 13:27).

4   The reader of Donne’s poem may here take advantage of Hamlet’s verbal 
skirmish with Ophelia in 2.3, where the Danish Prince asks provocative-
ly: “You think I meant country matters,” alluding to female sexual organs. 
Ophelia’s attempt to ignore Hamlet’s foul play gives him one more reason to 
insult her. When she withdraws: “I meant nothing, my Lord,” he repeats his 
rude joke: “That’ a fair though to lie between maid’s legs.”

5   I wish to thank Prof. Jean Ward for drawing my attention to Gregory’s in-
debtedness to St. Paul, which links all theological thought devoted to the 
temporalization of the eschatological future in the Pauline concept of Messi-
anic time, and his definition of faith as the confidence/assurance/conviction 
or even substance/reality of what is hoped for (Heb. 11:1).
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